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Louisiana believes guidebooks ela

LADOE is working with several vendors to deliver a full Louisiana Guide to the ELA curriculum. For 3-8 classes, start with Learn'illion to view, evaluate, and determine which units you plan to implement. For grades 9-12, start with the Louisiana Training Center to view, evaluate, and determine which units you plan to
implement. Non-copyrighted materials, such as lessons, student handouts, and materials for teachers, are available at the Louisiana Department of Education. Purchase a unit of readers, 1 per student, for each unit you plan to implement. XanEdu can also save time and resources by printing and delivering handouts in
the form of workbooks, as well as teaching guides for teachers. If you're here, it means you're ready to purchase bundled texts! The American Reading Company (ARC) is the exclusive provider of cool word strata or individual texts to use with LA K-12 ELA guidebooks. Scroll down to view and create a quote for units
and/or individual titles of choice. Distance learning Texts and Distance Learning Independent Text Reading are being identified! Please look for and flags in each block of Classes 3-12 for selected texts where the LDOE recommends one copy per student so students can take the books home if necessary. Please note
that these flags are only in the 2020 version of high school units, classes 9-12. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in the a la carte section. Note the LDOE order of the unit. Although this is only an offer, the LDOE recommends this order for optimal delivery times. Please contact the
elaguidebooks@la.gov if you have questions about ordering a unit. Please note that your orders may take longer than the traditional turnaround times you normally experience with an American reading company. This may be due to increased demand and pressure on our publishing partners and printers. We suggest
ordering well before your internal deadline to account for potential delays in reprinting or unexpected delays due to COVID-19. If there are unexpected delays, we will notify the school systems immediately. If you would like more specific information about the timing for your quote or order, please contact



customercare@americanreading.com. Here you can view the modules and their components and create quotes based on your specific needs. We made it easy to equip your classes with the names and educational materials needed to implement the units created by the Louisiana Department of Education. To begin
with, click on the option below or scroll down to see individual components of the device. To find a specific name on this page, use the Find feature of your from the Change menu or by clicking CTRL-F on your PC keyboard, command-F, if you're on a Mac. Click on the assessment (Children's Garden can be selected by
default) Select tab for unit that interests you to view the full information. Click on the sketch book for more details Please review these titles before buying their relevance to your community. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us directly through ladoe@americanreading.com American Reading
Company can accept refunds within 30 days of receipt until the materials are open and re-released. The necessary texts and DVDs on this portal reflect the latest LADOE updates as of July 2020. These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever
possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: A Year at Maple Hill Farm (1 basket) $250.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, collections include a wide range of reading levels: from seeds to plants (1 basket)
$250.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Frogs (1 basket) $250.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220
publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Rumpelstiltskin (1 basket) $250.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, The collections include a wide range of reading levels: Spiders (1
basket) $250.00 Focus: Clear Communication includes 1 copy of each of the following teacher texts: Includes 30 copies of the following student texts: Doctors In Our Community (PB) includes 5 copies of each of the following group texts: $441.95 Doctors in Our Community (PB) These recommended collections include
the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, collections include a wide range of reading levels: Amelia Bedelia (1 basket) $250.00 Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR)
novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on Student History sacagawea (PB) History sacagawea (PB) These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated from more
than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Louisiana Buying Louisiana Buying (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, collections include a wide range of
reading levels: Because of Winn-Dixie Because of Winn-Dixie (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject of more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, collections include a wide range of reading levels: Julian's Stories Tells the Story Julian Tells (2 Baskets) $500.00
Featured Recommended include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Treasure Treasure (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220
publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Cajun Folktales Cajun Folktales (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading
levels: Log's Life A Log's Life (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Whipping Boy The Whipping Boy (2 baskets) $500.00 Tagged Names of Independent
Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student I survived the American
Revolution, 1776 (PB) I survived the American Revolution, 1776 (PB) These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: The American Revolution of the American Revolution (2 baskets)
$500,00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: Pushing Up Sky Pushing Up the Sky (2 baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject
curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide range of reading levels: The Lightning Thief Thief (2 Baskets) $500.00 These recommended collections include the best books on the subject curated by more than 220 publishers. Wherever possible, the collections include a wide
range of reading levels: Hurricanes Hurricanes (2 baskets) $500.00 tagged names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as
well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student Matilda (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for
each student as well. You are welcome section a la carte to buy these books. 1 per student Hidden Figures (PB) Focus: Immigration and Community Flag Names Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to ensure take home if necessary. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in
the a la carte section of the Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to
buy these books. Includes 1 copy of each of the following teacher texts: Seedfolks (PB) Coming to America (HC) Includes 30 copies of the following student texts: Closing the Sky (HC) Includes 5 copies of each of the following group texts: $552.38 Focus: Language, Education and Effective Communication Tagged
Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in the a la carte section of the Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems
wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. Includes 1 copy of each of the following teacher texts: Manual Alphabet (PB) includes 30 copies
of the following student texts: Wonderstruck (HC) Frindle (PB) includes 5 copies of each of the following group Texts: $890.54 Alphabet Handmade (PB) Wonderstruck (HC) Frindle (PB) Maniac Magee (PB) Grade 6: Steve Jobs: No book purchase is required as part of this unit. The names are the texts of distance
learning of independent reading (IR). School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on student Steve Jobs (PB) Tagged
Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on Student
Stones and Bones (PB) Focus: Overcoming adversity, cultivating flag-name distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the section a la carte includes 30 copies of the following
student texts: $179.70 From Dust (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section
to buy these books. 1 per student The Great Great Dust Bowl (PB) Great American Dust Bowl (PB) Focus: Physical and Emotional Survival Tagged Names distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional amounts
to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $202.20 Hatchet (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should
provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on Student Guts (PB) Focus: Personal Identity Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order
additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: The Witch of Blackbird Pond (PB) $179.70 Witch from Blackbird Pond (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related
independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student Inside Out and Back (PB) Inside Out and Back (PB) Focus: The Interdisciplinary Nature of Learning About the Past
and How Authors fiction use and change history labeled the names of distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student
texts: Written in Bones (LB) Blood on the River (PB) $696.90 Written in Bone (LB) Blood on the River (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a
copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student Our Strange New Land (PB) Our Strange New Land (PB) Score 7: Behind the Scenes: No Book Purchase is required as part of this unit. The names are the texts of distance learning of independent reading
(IR). School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student Of Abraham Lincoln's Presidency (PB) Presidency of Abraham
Lincoln (PB) Tagged Titles of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more must provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on The
Student's Tale of Despereaux (PB) Score 8: Flowers for Algernon: No book purchase is required as part of this device. The names are the texts of distance learning of independent reading (IR). School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful
should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on Student Stargirl (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning
more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 on The Student White Fang (PB) Focus: The Effect of Sugar Production on Society labeled the names of distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an
opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: Sugar Changed The World (PB) $292.28 Sugar Changed World (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts.
School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per Student Unbound (PB) Grade 8: Saving: No book purchase is required as
part of this unit. The names are the texts of distance learning of independent reading (IR). School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy
these books. 1 on Student Habitats and Wildlife at Risk (PB) Habitat and Wildlife at Risk (PB) Tagged Names of Independent Reading (IR) Distance Learning Texts. School systems wishing to include units of related independent reading (IR) novels to make mixed learning more successful should provide a copy of these
texts for each student as well. Please use the a la carte section to buy these books. 1 per student Westing Game (PB) Score 9: Hope, Despair and Memory: No book purchase is required as part of this device. 1 in the class of Romeo and Juliet Romeo and Juliet Grade 9: Laughter: No book purchase is required as part of
this unit. 10: Metamorphoses: No book purchase is required as part of this block. Grade 10: Henrietta's Dance: No book purchase is required as part of this unit. Focus: The tagged names are distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary.
Please, Please The additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $315.00 Lesson Before Death (PB) Focus: Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if
necessary. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $360.00 Joy Luck Club (PB) Grade 9: Teenage Brain: No Book Purchase is required as part of this unit. Focus: The tagged names are distance learning texts. The LDOE
recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional amounts to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $358.88 Life Pi (PB) Grade 10: Hamilton: No book purchase is required as part of this unit. Focus:
The tagged names are distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $292.50 Things Fall Apart (PB) Focus:
Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section which includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $382.50 Great Gatsby (PB) Focus:
Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $404.78 Friday Night Lights (PB) Focus:
Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: Heat of other suns (PB) $403.88 Heat
Other Suns (PB) Grade 11: Home ownership: No book purchase is required as part of this unit. Focus: The tagged names are distance learning texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students The a la
carte section includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $630.00 Educated (HC) Focus: Tagged Names of Distance Learning Texts. The LDOE recommends one per student to provide an opportunity for students to take home if necessary. Please order additional quantities to cover all students in the a la carte
section Includes 30 copies of the following student texts: $224.78 1984 (PB) Grade 12: Artificial Intelligence: No book purchase is required as part of this unit. Help teachers move on to providing training in flexible, strategic small groups. Foundational Skills toolkits enable teachers to provide differentiated, focused, and
effective skills training built into 1st conferences and strategic plans. For more information, visit our Basic Skills Tools page. To create a quote, please add quantities for the desired products, fill in contact information and click to submit a quote at the bottom of the form. Mini navigation displays the total number of your
titles of the section of choice and the shape to expand or roll to facilitate viewing. View.
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